WORKSHOPS
AG RIPESS EUROPE – 6 June 2014

State of the Art + Identity and Perimeter of Solidarity Economy in Europe
Since Luxembourg 2009 the state of the art and the perimeter and identity of SSE in Europe have been
the object of studies and collective reflection. These two workshops were held in the last general
assemblies (Barcelona 2011, Lille 2013). Now in Paris we propose to continue to go into depth in the
identification of key contextual elements and identity’s articulations of the SSE in Europe. Focusing on the
state of the art and identity was a conscious decision in order to add the European context in the Global
Vision of RIPESS International. It is a time of great excitement for the SSE in the world. Faced with the
threat of neoliberal capitalism, the SSE has been consolidating into a social movement. It is therefore a
priority for our young networks to reflect the capacity of civil society to learn from past experiences and
adapt to new social and historical paradigms. You are welcomed to join us in this great collective
challenge for the next four hours of workshops, which will be structured as follows:

BEGINNING
Explanation of the methodology
Presentation of the workshops
Groups’ formation
Speakers’ election ( 2 per group)

Parallel Sessions
14:30

14:45

General Objective
Identify the main contextual and
shaping elements for the identity
of the SSE in Europe.

15:40

WG1 – Perimeter and Identity

Review results Lille Assembly: “perimeter
and identity”
General aspects about identity
construction: internal and external
elements

WG2 – State of the Art

Review results Lille Assembly :
“mapping and cartography”
General aspects about the State of
the Art of SSE in Europe

Coffe Break (10 min)
15:50

Exercise 1: elaboration of a record for
the identification of experiences (FIEGT1)
Exercise 2: review of the proposal for
the questionnaire for the field work

Exercise 1: elaboration of a record for
the identification of experiences (FIEGT2)
Exercise 2: review of the proposal for
the questionnaire for the field work

16:40
Coffe Break (20 min)

Internal Objectives
Work on the organization of SSE:
what are the networks, how are
they organized, what do they do,
what government structures for
the SSE and what are the factors
of innovation ?
Organizational compromises of
the networks in order to meet
achieve the highest possible
capillarity and meet the deadlines
of the field work.

17:00

Plenary Session (WG1 and WG2)
Presentation conclusions WG1
Présentation conclusions WG2
Comparison FIE-WG1 et FIE-WG2 (only one record will be elaborated that
summarizes the two)
General debate

18:50

Presenation of potential new WGs
19:30

CONCLUSIONS

